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• Modern technologies have a tremendous 
amount of ethically relevant challenges

• The numbers might even increase

• Copying the complex entanglements of our 
societies, e.g.:

• Private/public; 

• Communal/individual

• Copying the complex links between 
stakeholders, actors, interests

• PwD/(in)formal carer/HCP

• Victim/perpetrator

• Wicked problems 

• By definition: impossible to solve

• Even with technology

• But we still try…

The ‘art’ of the ethicist-researcher is to pick 
those most relevant to ensure respect, rights, 
universal and societal values

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.heliyon.2023.e17140
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Source (2018)

D I GI TA L  S EC U RITY
– Automation of social engineering attacks
– Automation of vulnerability discovery
– More sophisticated automation of hacking
– Human-like DoS
– Automation of service tasks in criminal cyber-offense
– Prioritising targets for cyber attacks using ML
– Exploiting AI used in applications, esp. information security
– Black-box model extraction of proprietary AI system capabilities

P H YS I CA L  S EC U RI TY
– Terrorist repurposing of commercial AI systems
– Endowing low-skill individuals with previously high-skill attack 

capabilities
– Increased scale of attacks
– Swarming attacks
– Attacks further removed in time and space (autonomy)

P O L I T I C A L  S EC U RITY
– State use of automated surveillance platforms to suppress dissent 
– Fake news reports with realistic fabricated video and audio
– Automated, hyper-personalised disinformation campaigns
– Automating influence campaigns
– Denial-of-information attacks (information overload)
– Manipulation of information availability

DIGITAL, PHYSICAL, AND POLITICAL CONNOTATIONS OF 
AI-CYBERSECURITY 

https://doi.org/10.48550/ARXIV.1802.07228
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DIGITAL, PHYSICAL, AND POLITICAL CONNOTATIONS OF 
AI-CYBERSECURITY 

Source (2018)

D I GI TA L  S EC U RITY
– Automation of social engineering attacks [2024a; 2024b]
– Automation of vulnerability discovery [2024c]
– More sophisticated automation of hacking [2024d]
– Human-like DoS [2023a]
– Automation of service tasks in criminal cyber-offense [2023b]
– Prioritising targets for cyber attacks using ML [2023c]
– Exploiting AI used in applications, esp. information security [2023d]
– Black-box model extraction of proprietary AI system capabilities [2021]

P H YS I CA L  S EC U RI TY
– Terrorist repurposing of commercial AI systems
– Endowing low-skill individuals with previously high-skill attack 

capabilities [2024e]
– Increased scale of attacks [2024f]
– Swarming attacks [2024g]
– Attacks further removed in time and space (autonomy) [2024h]

P O L I T I C A L  S EC U RITY
– State use of automated surveillance platforms to suppress dissent 

[2022]
– Fake news reports with realistic fabricated video and audio [2024i]
– Automated, hyper-personalised disinformation campaigns [2024i]
– Automating influence campaigns [2018]
– Denial-of-information attacks (information overload) [2024j]
– Manipulation of information availability [2022]

https://doi.org/10.48550/ARXIV.1802.07228
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/rising-threat-artificial-intelligence-social-muhammed-adil-m-s-3nfnc
https://doi.org/10.1365/s43439-024-00119-z
https://research.google/pubs/ai-powered-patching-the-future-of-automated-vulnerability-fixes/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/how-hackers-use-ai-attack-companies-workkiai-fgevf
https://www.nexusguard.com/blog/what-is-an-ai-powered-ddos-attack
https://secureops.com/blog/ai-offense-defense/
https://www.scmagazine.com/brief/cyberattack-prioritization-prevention-efforts-lacking
https://www.darkreading.com/cyber-risk/researchers-simple-technique-extract-chatgpt-training-data
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.01165
https://www.cimcor.com/blog/the-rise-of-ai-threats-in-cybersecurity
https://www.okta.com/blog/2024/01/how-cybercriminals-are-using-gen-ai-to-scale-their-scams/
https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2024/01/pentagon-already-testing-tomorrows-ai-powered-swarm-drones-ships/393528/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/autonomous-cybersecurity-next-gen-cyber-defense-ali-dehghantanha-q7sxc
https://www.reuters.com/world/china/china-uses-ai-software-improve-its-surveillance-capabilities-2022-04-08/
https://www.politico.eu/article/deepfakes-distrust-disinformation-welcome-ai-election-2024/
https://www.politico.eu/article/deepfakes-distrust-disinformation-welcome-ai-election-2024/
https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/mar/17/cambridge-analytica-facebook-influence-us-election
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/article/2024/may/19/spam-junk-slop-the-latest-wave-of-ai-behind-the-zombie-internet
https://www.bruegel.org/blog-post/dark-side-artificial-intelligence-manipulation-human-behaviour
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DIGITAL, PHYSICAL, AND POLITICAL CONNOTATIONS OF 
AI-CYBERSECURITY 

DOI: 10.33564/IJEAST.2019.v04i04.051; Report

Booz & Company’s Digitization Index is a composite score 
that calculates the level of a country’s digitization using 23 
indicators to measure the following six key attributes:
• Ubiquity: consumer / enterprise universal access to digital 

services and applications.
• Affordability: digital services pricing making them 

available to as many people as possible.
• Reliability: The quality of available digital services.
• Speed: digital service accessibility in real time.
• Usability: The ease of use of digital services and the ability 

of local ecosystems to boost the adoption of these 
services.

• Skill: The ability of users to incorporate digital services into 
their lives and businesses.

The Digitization Index measures a country’s level 
of digitization on a scale of 0 to 100, with 100 signifying 
the most advanced, to identify its distinct stage of digital 
development: constrained, emerging, transitional, or 
advanced.

http://dx.doi.org/10.33564/IJEAST.2019.v04i04.051
https://www3.weforum.org/docs/GITR/2013/GITR_Chapter1.2_2013.pdf
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ETHICAL POLITICAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENT TECHNOLOGIES 

VISION
– Most of our technology- and AI-related innovations originate 

from a small number of visionaries
– Small number = higher probability of going something wrong
– A vision might be skewed (focus, interest, etc)

DEMOCRATIC  DECIS ION -MAKING
– We need to reinstate democratic institutions and decision 

making
– Involvement of citizens, democratic public
– Delegating decision-making to expert groups/professionals is 

insufficient

POLITICAL  SECURITY
– Throughout history trickle-down prosperity never worked

(2023)
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ETHICAL POLITICAL ASPECTS OF EMERGENT TECHNOLOGIES 

... In the years that followed many came to view much of 
the work on AI ethics as a distraction rather than a 
solution. Dozens of books and conferences worried about 
issues such as the moral dilemmas of ‘trolly problems’... 
Others explored the possible dynamics of ‘the singularity’ 
a generation or more into the future, when AI might 
suddenly take off and dramatically supersede human 
intelligence.

Yet, at the time, AI was being applied in almost every area 
of daily life with very little serious analysis of the social 
and ethical issues... The work on the distant horizon was 
intellectually appealing but arguably a diversion from the 
harder problems of the present

“
“

(p. 78, 2023)
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